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Abstract 
The emergence of digital channels in pharma-HCP communication provides opportunities for both sides. The 
pharmaceutical companies can organise their sales efforts in a more efficient and effective manner while the HCPs can 

consume information via their preferred channels at their preferred time. At the same time, the digital channels bring 

with them a layer of complexity on the legal, organization and technical front. At the heart of the challenge is the fact that 
a pharma company can not simply send an HCP unsolicited information via digital channels. The pharma company needs 

permission - or Opt-In - from the HCP. This paper discusses legal aspects around opt-in, various practices in use today and 
organisational and technical changes required to collect and manage opt-ins. 

Emergence of Digital Channels 
Background 
Almost all pharmaceutical companies in Germany are undergoing a transformation in the way they manage the sales 

process. Up until the start of this decade, pharmaceutical companies focused almost entirely on face-to- face meetings to 

promote their products among health care professionals, either by visiting the HCPs at their place of work or by meeting 
them at conferences and other events. Product information was distributed almost exclusively in paper form. 

Pharma firms maintained a large workforce of field sales reps, typically well trained on the medical products and skilled 
in face-to-face conversations. The most successful sales rep built up trusted relationships with the HCPs and were able to 

convince the HCPs to take time from their busy schedules for a meeting. 

New generation of HCPs 
Many doctors, especially the younger professionals, are particularly comfortable gathering information via digital means. 
Whether through search engines, PubMed, Colliquio, social media or medical portals, these digital natives have taken the 

upper hand in the process. Instead of pharma pushing information to the HCP, the HCP pulls information if and when 
they need it. More often than not, the HCPs choose to pull the information from neutral sources rather than from the 

pharmaceutical companies 1. 

Email  
Email, however, has emerged as a common denominator. HCP’s usually don’t mind receiving personalized and relevant 

content and the pharma companies are happy to use email as a way to stay in contact with HCPs, especially those whom 

they don’t visit regularly. In fact, according to an EPG study2, 67% of HCPs consider email to be of moderate or high value 
compared to only 47% of HCPs who consider a face-to-fact visit to be of moderate or high value.  

Anti-Spam Directive  
Sending a commercial Email is easier said than done. In order to combat spam, the EU issued a directive3 in 2002 which 

states, in short, that prior explicit consent (opt-in) should be required before sending a commercial electronic message 
(including email, SMS, voice, fax and other electronic forms of messaging). This directive has been interpreted many 

different ways by many different industries. Even the meaning of “explicit” has been debated as has the meaning of 

“commercial.” 

In any case, companies have an incentive to err on the side of caution. Violators of the anti-spam directive can get hit with 

fines of up to €500,000 or even imprisonment.4  

It is not the purpose of this white paper to provide detailed legal background on the anti-spam directive. There are plenty 
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In general, what value do you attribute to the following sources of 
medical information

General social platforms

Wikipedia

Meetings with pharmaceutical company reps

Video channels

Pharmaceutical brand websites

Medical apps

Webcasts and webinars

Pharmaceutical educational websites

Exhibition halls at conferences

Email announcments and newsletters

Professional social networks and forums

Independent medical websites

Print materials

Live events

Government, university, hospital or other institutional websites

Medical society or association websites 55
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have taken the upper hand in the process. Instead of pharma pushing information to the HCP, the HCP pulls 

information if and when they need it. More often than not, the HCPs choose to pull the information from neutral 

sources rather than from the pharmaceutical companies 1. 

Email  
Email, however, has emerged as a common denominator. HCP’s usually don’t mind receiving personalized and 

relevant content and the pharma companies are happy to use email as a way to stay in contact with HCPs, especially 
those whom they don’t visit regularly. In fact, according to an EPG study2, 67% of HCPs consider email to be of 

moderate or high value compared to only 47% of HCPs who consider a face-to-fact visit to be of moderate or high 

value.  

Anti-Spam Directive  
Sending a commercial Email is easier said than done. In order to combat spam, the EU issued a directive3 in 2002 
which states, in short, that prior explicit consent (opt-in) should be required before sending a commercial electronic 

message (including email, SMS, voice, fax and other electronic forms of messaging). This directive has been 
interpreted many different ways by many different industries. Even the meaning of “explicit” has been debated as 

has the meaning of “commercial.” 

In any case, companies have an incentive to err on the side of caution. Violators of the anti-spam directive can get 
hit with fines of up to €500,000 or even imprisonment.4  

It is not the purpose of this white paper to provide detailed legal background on the anti-spam directive. There are 
plenty of sources for this available. We will, however, take a look at how certain pharmaceutical companies have 

chosen to interpret the directive to fit their own purposes. The most successful among them have turned this 

directive to their advantage, using it as an opportunity to engage the HCPs in a dialog about communication itself.  

Interpretations of the anti-spam directive  
Interpretations of the directive vary from country to country within Europe. Germany is generally considered the 

strictest while the UK is the most lax. On the other hand, the fine for ignoring the objective is highest in the UK. 
Below are a few examples of the variations by country.  

- Germany: opt-in is required in all cases.  

- Netherlands: opt-in is not required if the email is publicly available, e.g. listed on a public website.  

- France: opt-in is not required if the product or service being offered is directly related to the recipients job 

title.  

- Austria: opt-in not required if the mailing is sent to fewer than 50 people.  

Nevertheless, for those businesses operating in multiple countries as well as software vendors who serve these 
businesses, help is on the way. The European Union will replace the directive of 2002 as well as the local 

interpretations of this directive with a unified General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) which will apply to all EU 
countries as of May 2018. 
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General Data Protection Regulation 
While the rules will be standardized throughout all member states, the enforcement will likely be stricter and the 
fines will be higher. One of the cornerstones of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) involves consent.  
European pharmaceutical companies, if they have not already done so, would be advised to collect consent or opt-

ins from as many relevant health care professionals as possible and as soon as possible. This process can be time-
consuming, in particular as one can not, for obviously reasons, simply send an email to request consent for further 

emails. A medium-sized pharmaceutical company should plan around 12 months for an initial opt-in campaign. 

Methods of collecting opt-ins  
We’d like to cover some of the practical considerations when collecting consent.  

Opting in does not necessarily mean that an HCP will receive all mailings. As a best practice, the pharmaceutical 

company should allow the HCP to choose exactly what type of email content they would like to receive. For 
example, the HCP might want to receive emails relating to oncology, educational seminars and product X. However 

the HCP does not want to be on any other mailing list. So prior to starting the opt-in campaign, the pharmaceutical 
company should carefully consider for which categories of mailings they will ask HCP’s to opt-in.  

The next step in an opt-in campaign is to choose which methods to use in collecting opt-ins. Here are some of the 

more common methods.  

- Portal. While browsing a pharmaceutical company website or using a pharmaceutical company app, a HCP 

might find a white-paper, product information, conference program or clinical study to download. In the 
process of doing so, the HCP might be required to enter an email address and may be given the option to 

check a box in order to receive additional mailings from the pharmaceutical company. With the introduction 

of the GDPR, this check-box must not be pre-checked. Up until now, different EU countries had different 
regulations regarding the default setting of such check-boxes. Consumer-oriented brands frequently use 

websites to collect opt-ins. For that reason, many digital-minded HCPs are familiar with this method. The 
challenge, however, is getting them to visit the portal in the first place. Simply checking the box and 

submitting the form is not enough, however. The pharmaceutical company must then send an email asking 

the HCP to confirm that he or she does indeed wish to receive the information. This is known as double- opt-
in.  

- Paper. At a face-to-face meeting, the pharmaceutical sales rep can ask the HCP for a signature on paper to 
request opt-ins. After signing, either the HCP should keep a copy of this paper or should receive a scanned 

version via email shortly afterwards. The paper should clearly explain how the HCP can revoke their consent, 

or opt-out, without necessarily requiring the internet, e.g. phone, fax or letter. The pharmaceutical company 
needs to scan and/or archive the signed paper indefinitely as the new 2018 data protection law requires 

companies to maintain a history of every change to the opt-in status. Paper may seem out-dated, yet for some 
HCPs, a signed paper contract represents a higher level of seriousness than an electronic opt-in. Furthermore, 

a paper-based opt-in does not require double-opt-in.  

- Digital Signature. Growing in acceptance is the method of collecting consent via a digital signature, e.g. on a 
tablet or phone. This is analogous to the paper process, yet without the paper. In the course of a face- to-face 

visit or a meeting at a conference, the sales rep may ask the HCP to sign directly on the device in order to 
receive further material. This method can be particularly effective if, just prior to asking for the signature, the 

sales rep shows the HCP interesting digital consent on the same device. The opt-in status is effective 

immediately. In other words, the HCP can receive the requested consent the same day. Here, too, the double-
opt-in is not required. Empirical studies show the conversion rate to be higher with a digital signature 
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compared to the paper process. The HCP might take the paper with a promise to sign it and return it at 

another time, whereas the HCP needs to sign the digital device on the spot.  

Opt-in for channels other than email  
The pharmaceutical company must make it clear for which channels of communication the opt-in is valid. If the HCP 
signs or submits a form which only indicates email, then the pharmaceutical company is entitled to send emails, but 

not to contact that HCP via fax, text messages or phone. If the pharmaceutical company wishes to contact the HCP 
via multiple channels, this must be specified on the form. The best practice would be to let the HCP choose, via 

check-boxes, which channels of communication are of interest. 

Unspecified in the GDPR is whether or not consent is required for a personal visit. We believe that best practice, 
however, dictates that the pharmaceutical company should ask if the HCP is interested and willing to meet 

pharmaceutical representations face-to-face. The pharmaceutical company can then track and manage consent for 
face-to-face visits just as it does any other channel. 

Transactional emails 
Consent is not required for transactional emails. These are emails required in order to complete a transaction to 

which the HCP agreed. For example, if the HCP requests a sample, the pharmaceutical company can - without 
consent - send an email to confirm the delivery of the sample. If the HCP registers for a conference (but does not 

check an opt-in box), the pharmaceutical company is still entitled to send an email with information about that 
conference. The company is not, however, entitled to send information about any future conference without explicit 

consent. Though not specifically covered by GDPR, such transactional information can be sent via other channels as 

well. Though here it is best practice to ask the HCP how they wish to receive their information (via email, post, text 
message etc.) 

Getting Started  
For what are the HCPs giving their consent? 
Before launching an opt-in campaign the pharmaceutical company should decide what type of information they 

would like to send to the HCPs. These could be newsletters, product information, clinical studies, general medical 
information, conference invitations or even just simple emails requesting an appointment. These types of 

information should be grouped in clearly understood categories. These categories are then translated into the 

checkboxes that the HCP will select when filling out an opt-in form. 

Creating an opt-in form 
Whether collecting opt-ins on paper, with electronic signature or via a website, the message needs to be the same. 

In all cases, it must be unambiguous. In other words, the HCP must know exactly to what he or she is agreeing. Any 
misleading language or fine-print can render the opt-in as invalid and even result in fines. Instructions on how to 

opt-out must also be clear. The HCP should be able to enter a particular preferred email address or digital channel 

for each category. 
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Opt-in Campaign  
On one-hand, collecting consent or opt-ins must 

be an ongoing process. The pharmaceutical 

company will likely try to get consent from every 
new HCP they encounter. On the other hand, a 

campaign focused on opt-in can be the most 
effective way to collect a large number of opt-ins 

within a short time. 

Simply walking into an HCP’s office and asking 
for their signature will only work in the case 

where the sales rep has a particularly good 
personal relationship with the HCP. In all other 

cases, pharmaceutical companies find it best to 

combine the opt-in request with particularly 
valuable digital content. A sales rep could say, for 

example, “I would love to send you a copy of this 
clinical study but new regulations require that I 

get your signature before proceeding.” 

A campaigns of 12 months with a goal of 
achieving consent from 60% of all priority-one 

HCPs has proven to be an achievable goal. Some 
pharma companies factor such consent goals 

into the sales rep’s annual bonus. 

Technical 
Requirements 
Consent Database  
The core of any opt-in technology is a database to maintain the opt-in status of every HCP. The status is not merely 

yes or no, but must contain details as to what exactly the HCP gave consent. In fact, it is essentially a matrix of 

channel vs. topic. Topics can be, for example, to newsletters, products, diseases or conferences. For every opt-in 
there can be an optional expiration date at which point the consent is automatically revoked. Here is an example of 

such a matrix. 

In addition, the database must maintain a history of every change of status. 

This database can be part of the pharmaceutical company’s CRM or can be a stand-alone database with an optional 

interface to the CRM. 

Archive 
If the pharmaceutical company is working with paper-based forms, they must have a facility to scan and archive 

every signed contract, ideally linking the scanned documents to the HCP for easy retrieval, if necessary.  
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Mobile Application 
If the pharmaceutical company has chosen to use the digital signature method, they must have an appropriate 

application on their tablet or phone to personalize and display the digital form and accept a signature via stylus or 

finger. Furthermore, the HCP should be able to 
enter their preferred email address where 

appropriate. The digital forms must be saved 
and archived similar to the paper forms. 

Web form 
For those accepting opt-ins via their website or 

other apps, appropriate forms must be created. 
The submit button must trigger the double-

opt-in mechanism. The consent is valid only 
after the second opt-in is received. 

Mailing Software 
The pharmaceutical company requires mailing 

software, either stand-alone or integrated with 
their CRM, which sends out newsletters and 

other mailings while respecting the opt-in and 
opt-out status. The software must have the ability to insert an unsubscribe link in the emails. Those companies 

communicating with their HCPs via text messaging services or social media may need applications with similar 

functionality. 

Opt-out 
The GDPR requires a one-click opt-out mechanism. In other words, any email the HCP received should have an 

unsubscribe link. Upon clicking the link, the HCP is unsubscribed from this category of emails without any further 
action required. If the HCP would like to unsubscribe from every type of communication from the pharmaceutical 

company, additional steps may be required. 

Conclusion
It is widely agreed that the GDPR and the tightening of the laws surrounding consent will diminish the digital reach 

of the pharmaceutical company. Whereas companies previously could more easily mass-mail many thousands of 
HCPs, such activities will be severely restricted in the future. Even after a successful consent campaign, the number 

of HCPs which the pharma company may contact will likely be lower than in the past.  

At the same time, when an HCP gives consent for a particular activity or channel of communication, he or she is 

explicitly showing an interest for information from the pharmaceutical company. The quality of the interaction 

thereafter can be at a higher level. Of course the interaction needs to remain relevant to the HCP in order to avoid 
content being revoked. 

It is our conclusion that the GDPR will usher in an era of lower quantity but higher quality interaction in pharma-HCP 
communication.  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